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Abstract

The use of liver elastography has substantially developed in the past few years; the introduction of novel elastographic methods (Transient Elastography, point Shear Wave Elastography, Real Time Shear Wave Elastography, Strain Elastography) has changed the perspective in the evaluation of liver disease. The ongoing research in this area is mainly focused on diffuse liver diseases and for predicting liver cirrhosis complication. This guideline created under the auspice of Romanian Society of Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology is intended to accustomize the clinician with the current practical use of liver elastography and has been issued to help in maximizing the clinical benefit for the patients with chronic liver diseases.
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Introduction

Chronic liver diseases are frequent in the modern world. This situation is generated by chronic infection with hepatitis viruses (such as B or C), that still affect a large number of people (at least in some areas of the globe), by chronic alcohol abuse and by the diseases of the modern world: obesity, diabetes and hypertriglyceridemia (generating non-alcoholic fatty liver disease - NAFLD). In these conditions, the evaluation of patients with chronic liver disease must be as simple as possible, not very expensive and in the same time repetitive.

In the last decade we observed, especially in Europe, a decrease in the number of liver biopsies (LB), in favor of non-invasive modalities of evaluation (biological tests or elastographic evaluation), in patients with chronic liver disease. Among these, ultrasound (US) based elastographic methods showed an important development in the last ten years.

Considering these facts and having in mind that knowledge in this field is progressing very fast, we decided to issue these National Guidelines and Recommendations on liver elastography. Why Romanian Guidelines? Because in Romania, many FibroScan machines are available (at least 20-25), because in many centers “point” shear waves elastography is used in daily practice and because recently, real time shear waves (SWE) elastography became available. On the other hand, many Romanian good quality papers were published in important medical journals, so that the Romanian experience...
in US based elastography is extensive. We would like, in the same time, to formulate “practical recommendations” for people that will start using these methods.

**Physical principles of elastography and main ultrasound based elastographic methods**

**Classification of US based elastographic techniques**

The available US based elastographic techniques are classified as follows, according to the European Federation of Societies for Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology (EFSUMB) Guidelines [1]:

1) **Shear Wave Elastography** (SWE) (quantitative elastography), which include:
   a) Transient Elastography (TE) – the only method non-integrated into a standard ultrasound system
   b) Point SWE:
      - Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse Elastography (ARFI)
      - ElastPQ technique
   c) Real Time SWE:
      - Two-dimensional SWE (2D-SWE)
      - Three-dimensional SWE (3D-SWE)

2) **Strain Elastography** (quasi-static elastography, qualitative elastography): Real Time-Elastography (RT-E)

All available US elastographic methods need to measure tissue displacement. In strain elastography, it is mechanically induced (either by external manual compression or internally, by the heart beating). In SWE, the applied force is induced by the US probe (except TE, for which the force is also applied mechanically, but using an external transducer) [1].

   a) **Transient Elastography**
      This technique is integrated into a FibroScan® device (EchoSens, Paris, France), which incorporates a 3.5 MHz US transducer (standard M-probe) mounted on the axis of a vibrator. The vibrator generates a completely painless vibration (with 50 Hz frequency and 2 mm amplitude), which induces an elastic shear wave propagating through the skin and the subcutaneous tissue to the liver, the shear wave being tracked using the coaxial ultrasound transducer. This wave’s velocity is directly related to the tissue stiffness, which is calculated by the device and expressed in kilopascals (kPa) [1,2]. Beside the standard M-probe, an S-probe (5 MHz) for pediatric use and an XL-probe (2.5 MHz) for overweight and obese patients are available. The first version of the device displayed the median LS value, the IQR (Interquartile Range) interval, i.e the difference between the 75th and 25th percentile, essentially the range of the middle 50% of data and the SR (success rate), i.e the ratio of the number of successful acquisitions over the total number of acquisitions (fig 1).

   The new version also quantifies liver steatosis, using the Controlled Attenuation Parameter (CAP).

   b) **Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse (ARFI) Elastography**

ARFI is performed with a Siemens Acuson S2000 Virtual Touch™ US system (Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany). The principle of ARFI elastography is that shearing of the examined tissue, induces a strain into the tissues. An acoustic “push” pulse is automatically produced by the US probe and directed to the side of a region of interest (ROI), which is where the shear wave speed is measured. This ROI has a predefined size, provided by the system (10 mm long and 5 mm wide). The acoustic “push” pulse generates shear-waves which propagate into the tissue, perpendicular to the “push” axis. Detection waves are also generated by the transducer, in order to measure the propagation speed of these shear-waves, which increases with fibrosis severity [1,3]. The shear-waves’ speed, measured in meters/second (m/s), as well as the measurement depth are displayed by the system (fig 2).
c) ElastPQ technique

ElastPQ technique is integrated into a Philips ultrasound system (iU22, Philips Medical Systems, Bothell, WA, USA). Currently, little information is available regarding the physical principles of ElastPQ technique. According to the data provided by the manufacturer in the application for approval, submitted to the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), ElastPQ system is relatively similar to 2D-SWE, even if this method is classified as a point SWE method. The ElastPQ system generates an electronic voltage pulse, which is transmitted to the transducer. In the transducer, a piezoelectric array converts the electronic pulse into an ultrasonic pressure wave. When coupled to the body, the pressure wave transmits through body tissues. The Doppler functions of the system process the Doppler shift frequencies from the echoes of moving targets, such as blood, to detect and graphically display the Doppler shift of these tissues as flow. The Doppler mode creates waves in soft tissues and estimates tissue stiffness by determining the speed at which these shear waves travel through the ROI. Similar with ARFI elastography, ROI has a predefined size, provided by the system (15 mm long and 5 mm wide). The shear wave speed is displayed on the screen (fig 3). The operator can choose to display the results in m/s or in kPa.

d) 2D-SWE

This technique is integrated into an Aixplorer™ US system (SuperSonic Imagine S.A., Aix-en-Provence, France). The principle of 2D-SWE is the combination of a radiation force induced into the tissues by focused ultrasonic beams and a very high frame rate ultrasound imaging sequence, able to capture the propagation of resulting shear waves in real time. The US system captures the generated shear waves. To capture them in sufficient detail, frame rates of a few thousands of images per second are needed. This ultrafast imaging mode acquires raw radiofrequency data at a very high frame rate, up to 5000 frames/s. The shear wave speed is then estimated by a Doppler like acquisition over a ROI. The shear wave speed is used to calculate the tissue stiffness. Elasticity is displayed using a color coded image superimposed on a B-mode image: in red – stiffer tissues and in blue – softer tissues [1,4,5]. In the same time, a quantitative estimation of LS is performed, the mean LS value in the region of interest (whose size can be modified by the operator), as well as the standard deviation of the measured elasticity are displayed on the screen, expressed in kPa, or, if the operator chooses, in m/s (fig 4).

e) Strain Elastography

This type of elastography was firstly developed by Hitachi, but today is available in almost all US systems. The principle of this technique is that an elastic medium is compressed with a constant, axial oriented pressure, producing deformations into the tissue. If one or more tissue constituent elements have different stiffness than the others, their deformation will be different. Longitudinal deformation is estimated by analyzing the ultrasonic signals obtained with conventional equipment in the following sequence: the region of interest is scanned and the set of appropriate radio-frequency echoes is digitized and stored; a tissue compression force is applied to produce small linear elastic deformation into the tissue and the region of interest is scanned once again and a new set of echo signals is acquired. Because the compressive stress amplitude is small, deformation and differences in propagation times are reduced. This technique is defined also as “quasi-static” elastography and it is a qualitative technique [1,6]. Initially, hand compression was used for tissue deformation, but in the newly developed systems, heart beatings are used to stress the tissue. Elasticity is displayed using a color coded image superimposed on a B-mode image: in red – softer tissues and in blue – stiffer tissues (fig 5). The new Hitachi system (HI VISION Preirus and Ascendus) also displays a histogram and eleven parameters which are used to calculate the liver stiffness (fig 6).
follow-up of the vibration propagation are automatically rejected by the software. Measurements should be made in fasting conditions (since food intake increases LS values) [7,8], while the patient is holding breath to minimize errors [9].

To obtain reliable assessment it is recommended that at least 10 valid measurements should be obtained, with a success rate (SR) of at least 60% and an interquartile range (IQR) less than 30% of the median LSM value [2,10]. TE is considered failed if no valid shots can be obtained, and unreliable if fewer than 10 valid shots are obtained, or if 10 valid measurements are obtained, but with an IQR greater than 30%, and/or a SR less than 60% [10].

Recently, new quality criteria for LS measurements were proposed [11], which increase the rate of reliable measurements, without affecting the accuracy of this method for non-invasive liver fibrosis assessment. According to these criteria, SR is not longer a quality parameter and the measurements are classified in three categories: very reliable (IQR ≤ 10%), reliable (IQR = 11-30% or IQR > 30% if LS <7.1kPa), and poorly reliable (IQR > 30% and LS ≥7.1kPa). The new poorly reliable are similar with the traditional unreliable measurements and should not be used in clinical practice.

Feasibility and limitations
Regarding the method’s feasibility, using the standard M-probe, a Romanian study reported failure (no valid shots obtained) by TE in 2.2% [12]. A large monocentric Romanian study revealed that from the 8218 patients included, failed and unreliable LSMs were observed in 29.2% of cases [13]. In multivariate analysis, age >50 years, BMI > 27.7 kg/m$^2$, weight >77 kg and height <162 cm were significantly associated with non-success. This percentage was higher than the one observed in a French study (18.9%) [10], who analyzed 13,369 TE measurements, possibly due to the higher mean BMI in the Romanian study (considering that higher BMI was associated with failed and unreliable LSM in both studies). Narrow intercostal spaces are also associated with lower feasibility in TE [14].

Technical solutions regarding the probe design were lately investigated, in order to overcome these limitations. A new probe (XL) became available, especially designed for obese patients, with a central frequency of 2.5 MHz (compared with the 3.5MHz probe usually used). The XL probe is able to measure LS at a depth of 35-75 mm from the skin (while the normal M probe is able to do that only 25-45 mm deep). With the new transducer, in a French study it was possible to obtain valid measurements in approximately 60% of the patients with a BMI ≥30 kg/m$^2$, in which the M-probe failed to...
assess the LS [15]. In a Romanian study, in 63% of patients who could not be assessed with the standard M probe, valid measurements were obtained by means of the XL probe [16].

Liver fibrosis should not be assessed by TE in pregnant women and in patients with cardiac pacemaker [17].

Reproducibility

Published studies proved that TE is a highly reproducible method, with interobserver and intraobserver intraclass coefficient correlation ranging from 0.93 to 0.96 [9,18-20], with a very short learning curve - 50 examinations being required in order to obtain reliable measurements [21,22]. The study performed by Boursier et al also showed a high measurement agreement between novices and expert operators, even during the first 10 cases [22], so that a formal session by a qualified trainer, followed by practice on 50 cases, should suffice for the training of most operators.

Confounding factors

Even if TE is a non-invasive, highly reproducible method, it has some limitations. One of them is that it cannot be performed in patients with ascites [23].

Confounding factors identified to falsely increase the LS values are: high aminotransferases levels [24-28], congestive heart failure [29,30], obstructive jaundice [31] and non-fasting conditions [7,8].

There are conflicting data regarding the influence of steatosis on LS measurements. Some studies state that the severity of hepatic steatosis does not appear to affect liver stiffness [32,33], while in the study of Lupșor et al, in univariant and multivariate analysis, steatosis influenced the LS values assessed by TE [34]. Nevertheless, in some studies, the proportion of patients with severe steatosis was too low to allow a definite quantification of its potential influence. Ziol et al [35] confirmed on a group of 152 patients, the fact that steatosis does indeed influence liver stiffness; this influence is negligible in cirrhotic patients, but is significant in patients without cirrhosis. However, a steatotic, non-inflamed liver seems to be usually softer, not stiffer. Further studies are therefore needed to explain how steatosis can influence liver stiffness.

Liver stiffness values by TE in healthy individuals

Regarding the normal LS values by TE, in a Romanian study that included 152 healthy subjects, the mean LS value was 4.8±1.3 kPa, ranging from 2.3 to 8.8 kPa. The mean LS values did not differ significantly among age groups and it was significantly lower in women than in men (4.6±1.2 kPa vs.5.1±1.2 kPa, p=0.0082) [36]. In two French studies performed on healthy subjects, the mean LS values were 5.49 kPa [37] and 4.8 kPa [38], respectively. In both studies LS values were higher in men than in women. Overall, the upper limit of normal LS was estimated to be 5.3 kPa [37,39].

TE for liver fibrosis evaluation in chronic hepatitis C patients

TE was firstly evaluated in patients with chronic hepatitis C. Romanian studies found the following cut-off values: for the diagnosis of mild fibrosis (F≥1) the cut-offs ranged between 4.9-5.3 kPa [34,40], for significant fibrosis (F≥2 Metavir) between 6.8-7.4 kPa [34, 40, 41], for severe fibrosis (F≥3) between 8.6-9.1 kPa [34, 40, 42] and for liver cirrhosis (F=4) between 11.8-13.6 kPa [34,40,42].

Several international meta-analyses assessed LS measurements by TE as a predictor of significant fibrosis (F≥2 Metavir) in patients with hepatitis C [43-46]. In the Friedrich-Rust meta-analysis, based on 50 studies [44], the mean AUROC was 0.84, with a suggested optimal cut-off of 7.6 kPa. In the Tsochatzis meta-analysis, the pooled cut-off for F≥2 Metavir was also 7.6 kPa, with 0.78 pooled sensitivity and 0.89 pooled specificity [46].

Even if TE is not accurate enough to distinguish between contiguous stages of fibrosis, it can differentiate absence and mild fibrosis from significant fibrosis and cirrhosis, which is more critical for decisions regarding treatment [23] and thus it has been endorsed in the recommendations for the management of viral hepatitis by the European Association for the Study of the Liver [47].

TE for liver fibrosis evaluation in chronic hepatitis B patients

Several studies were published regarding the value of TE for predicting the severity of fibrosis in chronic hepatitis B patients, but with conflicting results regarding the cut-off values for different stages of fibrosis, probably due to the occurrence of aminotransferases flares in HBV patients (proven to falsely increase LS values). It has been suggested that an algorithm including ALT levels should be taken into consideration in those patients [23]. A Romanian study found similar mean LS values in patients with chronic hepatitis B and C [42]. A recent meta-analysis found considerable mean AUROCs for the diagnosis of significant fibrosis (F2) and cirrhosis (F4), namely of 0.859 and 0.929, and the best cut-off values were 7.9 kPa and 11.7 kPa, respectively [48]. The Tsochatzis meta-analysis also assessed the predictive value of LS assessed by TE in HBV patients. The pooled cut-off for F≥2 Metavir was 7 kPa (lower than in HCV patients), with 0.84 pooled sensitivity and 0.78 pooled specificity, while for predicting liver cirrhosis the pooled cut-off was 11.3 kPa, with 0.80 pooled Se and 0.89 pooled Sp [46].
**TE for liver fibrosis evaluation in patients with NAFLD**

Liver stiffness (LS) measurements can be difficult in patients with NAFLD, since they are often associated with obesity. A first step towards increasing the feasibility of TE in these patients was the introduction of the XL probe that increased the number of patients that could be evaluated by TE [15,49,50]. In a study by Lupşor et al in non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) patients, the cut-off values calculated for predicting each fibrosis stage were: 5.3 kPa (AUROC=0.879) for F1, 6.8 kPa (AUROC=0.789) for F2 and 10.4 kPa (AUROC=0.978) for F3 [51]. In a study by Wong et al, the AUROCs of TE for F≥3 was 0.93, for a cut-off value of 7.9 kPa [52].

**TE for liver fibrosis evaluation in patients with various etiologies of liver disease**

A meta-analysis published in 2011 [46], which included 40 studies, with more than 7,000 patients, obtained the following median values for F=1, F=2, F=3 and F=4: 6 kPa, 7.2 kPa, 9.6 kPa and 14.5 kPa, respectively.

Different cut-off values for the diagnosis of cirrhosis were proposed for different etiologies: 12.5 kPa in HCV patients [53], 13.4 kPa in HBV patients [54], 10.3 kPa in NAFLD patients [52], 22.4 kPa in alcoholic steatohepatitis (ASH) [55] and 17.3 kPa in cholestatic chronic diseases (primary biliary cirrhosis and primary sclerosing colangitis) [56].

**Noninvasive evaluation of liver steatosis using Controlled Attenuation Parameter (CAP)**

Recently, TE manufacturer developed the CAP, which can quantify the severity of liver steatosis. Even though relatively few studies have been published on this topic, the preliminary results showed that CAP is a promising non-invasive tool to detect steatosis, with AUROCs of 0.80, 0.86 and 0.88 respectively, for predicting a fatty overload of more than 11%, 33%, and 66%, respectively [57]. Preliminary studies performed in Romania, have found significantly different CAP values for different steatosis grades and AUROCs of 0.830 and 0.85 respectively, for the prediction of a hepatic fat content over 33% and 66%, respectively [58].

**TE for predicting liver cirrhosis complications**

Most studies assessing TE as a predictor of cirrhosis complications were performed regarding significant portal hypertension and esophageal varices (EV). In a Romanian study on 1,000 consecutive cirrhotic patients, for a cut-off value of 31 kPa (chosen to maximize the sum of sensitivity and specificity), the negative and positive predictive values (NPV and PPV) for at least grade 2 esophageal varices (EV) were 76.2% and 71.3%, respectively. If a PPV of more than 85% was searched for, the cut-off was 40 kPa, and if a NPV of 90% was aimed at, the cut-off value was 17.1 kPa [59]. In the same study, for a cut-off value of 50.7 kPa, LS had 82.7% PPV and 53.6% NPV (AUROC=0.730) for predicting esophageal bleeding. Published studies [60,61] showed that cut-off values for predicting the presence of large EV are significantly higher in patients with alcoholic as compared with those with viral etiology of chronic liver disease. A meta-analysis which included 18 studies, with more than 3,500 patients [62], showed that TE had 0.90 summary sensitivity with 0.79 summary specificity (AUROC=0.93) for detecting the presence of clinically significant portal hypertension (HVPG≥10 mmHg), 0.87 summary sensitivity with 0.53 summary specificity (AUROC=0.84) for predicting the presence of EV and 0.86 summary sensitivity and 0.59 summary specificity (AUROC=0.78) for detecting large EV. Because of the low specificity of this method, LS assessed by TE cannot replace upper gastrointestinal endoscopy for EV screening in patients with liver cirrhosis.

LS assessed by TE can be used together with the simple serological Lok score, in order to increase the accuracy in detecting EV, as follows: if LS is <19 kPa and Lok score<0.62, the risk of EV is very low, while if LS is >38 kPa and the Lok score >0.8, the risk of large EV is very high [63].

Some studies also showed that TE may be useful for predicting the occurrence of hepatocellular carcinoma [64 - 66], but no application for these findings has been introduced into clinical practice until now.

**Point Shear Waves Elastography**

a) **Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse (ARFI) Elastography**

**Examination technique**

Liver stiffness (LS) measurements by means of ARFI elastography are performed using a convex 4C1 transducer. The measurements are performed in fasting condition, with the patients in supine position, by intercostal approach, with minimal scanning pressure applied by the operator, usually the operator asking the patient to stop normal breathing for a moment, in order to minimize breathing motion. The operator places the ROI in a region without large vessels.

When ARFI technique appeared on the market, there were no recommendations regarding the number of measurements that should be performed, but now there is an agreement to perform 10 valid measurements and to calculate their median value as an indicator of LS. If for TE the manufacturer clearly recommended quality criteria parameters for LS measurements, for ARFI
elastography there were no recommendations. Published studies [67,68] demonstrated that the use of technical parameters IQR<30% and SR≥60% (but especially IQR) significantly increase the accuracy of this method, a fact also recognized by the manufacturer.

LS measurements should be performed at 1-2 cm under the liver capsule [69] and only in the right liver lobe, because the values obtained in the left liver lobe are significantly higher [70, 71]. According to the acoustic window of the patient, the measurements can be performed either in segment V or in segment VIII, without affecting the results [66].

Feasibility, limitations and reproducibility

Ten valid LS measurements can be obtained in more than 96% of patients [72-76] and in approximately 93% of cases the measurements are valid (if quality parameters are applied) [76]. There is no published information regarding the learning curve for this method, but considering the excellent feasibility in published studies, probably there is no need for special training for physicians with basic knowledge of liver ultrasonography. Also, it has been demonstrated that ARFI elastography has good intra- and interoperator reproducibility for assessing LS [77,78].

There is no information regarding the possibility to use this method in patients with cardiac pacemaker. Regarding the safety of this elastographic method in pregnant women there are published studies which assessed the placenta elasticity by means ARFI, with no complications reported [79,80].

Confounding factors

Liver stiffness values assessed by ARFI elastography are falsely elevated if the patient is evaluated in postprandial condition [81,82], if the patient has elevated aminotransferases level [83,84], or right heart failure [82]. Regarding the elevated aminotransferases level, ARFI elastography seems to be less influenced by moderately elevated values (between 2-5 times the upper limit of normal) as compared with TE [83].

Liver stiffness values by ARFI elastography in healthy volunteers

According to published data, LS values in Romanian healthy volunteers are 1.15 ± 0.21 m/s, and they are not influenced by age and gender [85]. The other published studies showed that LS values in subjects without liver pathology ranged between 1.07 and 1.19 m/s [86-90].

ARFI elastography for liver fibrosis evaluation in chronic hepatitis C patients

Available data [72,73,91], suggest that ARFI elastography has an excellent value for predicting different stages of liver fibrosis, the LS cut-offs in Romanian patients with chronic hepatitis C being: F≥1: 1.18-1.19 m/s (AUROC =0.70-0.88), F≥2: 1.21-1.34 m/s (AUROC = 0.85-0.90), F≥3: 1.54-1.61 m/s (AUROC = 0.87-0.99) and F=4: 1.82-2 m/s (AUROC = 0.91-0.99).

ARFI elastography for liver fibrosis evaluation in chronic hepatitis B patients

Published data showed similar correlation with histological liver fibrosis in Romanian patients with chronic hepatitis B and C and also that the mean LS values for each stage of fibrosis were similar for these two categories of patients [92].

ARFI elastography for liver fibrosis evaluation in NAFLD

ARFI elastography had a good value to discriminate between patients with simple steatosis and those with non-alcoholic steatohepatitis, for a cut-off value of >1.10 m/s (AUROC = 0.86) [75]. Also, ARFI elastography had a good value for predicting different stages of liver fibrosis, in a cohort of Romanian patients with non-alcoholic liver disease, but the cut-off values were lower as compared with chronic hepatitis patients: F ≥ 1: 1.10 m/s (AUROC = 0.86), F≥2: 1.16 m/s (AUROC = 0.94), F≥3: 1.48 m/s (AUROC = 0.98) and F=4: 1.63 m/s (AUROC =0.98) [75].

ARFI elastography for liver fibrosis evaluation in a cohort of patients with various etiologies of liver disease

In a bicentric Romanian study [74], which included patients with viral and non-viral etiology of chronic liver disease, the best cut-offs values for predicting the presence of significant fibrosis (F≥2) and liver cirrhosis (F=4) were: 1.27 m/s (AUROC =0.89) and 1.7 m/s (AUROC =0.93), respectively.

A meta-analysis published in 2013 [93] including 3,951 patients from 36 studies, also showed a good performance of ARFI elastography for non-invasive assessment of liver fibrosis. The best LS cut-off values (m/s) for predicting F≥2, F≥3 and F=4 were: 1.35 m/s (AUROC =0.86), F≥3: 1.54-1.61 m/s (AUROC = 0.87-0.99) and F=4: 1.82-2 m/s (AUROC = 0.91-0.99).

Another meta-analysis published in 2013 [94], which included patients evaluated both by TE and ARFI elastography considering liver biopsy as the “gold-standard” method, showed that inability to obtain reliable measurements was more than thrice as high for TE as for ARFI elastography (6.6% vs. 2.1%, p<0.0001). For predicting the presence of significant fibrosis and liver cirrhosis, both elastographic techniques had similar values.

The usefulness of ARFI elastography for predicting the complications of liver cirrhosis

The separate use of LS or spleen stiffness (SS) has limited value for predicting the presence of significant EV (at least grade 2) in Romanian patients with liver cir-
rhosis, with AUROC curves of approximately 0.60 [95]. These results are in line with European studies [96], and different from Asian studies [97,98], which showed that especially spleen stiffness can be useful for predicting the presence of EV.

Prediction of significant EV can be found by combining LS and SS using the following formula: \( \text{Pred EV}_{33} = -0.572 + 0.041 \times \text{LS (m/s)} + 0.122 \times \text{SS (m/s)} + 0.325 \times \text{ascites} \) (1-absent, 2-present). For a cut-off value > 0.395, the accuracy of ARFI elastography for predicting the presence of significant EV can be increased to 70%, but not enough to replace upper gastrointestinal endoscopy in daily clinical practice [95].

ARFI elastography has also limited value for predicting the decompensation of liver cirrhosis (AUROC around 0.60) [99] and seems to not be useful for predicting the occurrence of hepatocellular carcinoma [100].

**b) ElastPQ technique**

*Examination technique*

The measurements are performed on patients in supine position, with minimal scanning pressure applied by the operator, usually the operator asking the patient to stop normal breathing for a moment, in order to minimize breathing motion. The operator places the ROI in a region without large vessels. There is no information regarding if the measurements must be made under fasting conditions. Also, there are no published studies, nor information from the manufacturer regarding the use of some quality criteria parameters for LS measurements assessed by means of this technique.

According to published data [101], LS measurements by ElastPQ should be performed in the liver segment V, because the lowest variation of LS measurements was observed in this location.

*Feasibility and reproducibility*

Ten valid LS measurements can be obtained in more than 95% of patients [101-103]. There is no information about the learning curve of this method, but similar with ARFI elastography, considering the excellent feasibility in the few published studies, probably a special training is not needed for physicians with basic knowledge in liver ultrasonography. A good inter-operator reproducibility was observed for this technique [102].

*Confounding factors*

Very few information are available to date, but it seems that increased necroinflammatory activity is associated with higher values of LS by ElastPQ [102].

*Liver stiffness values in healthy volunteers*

According to available data, LS values by ElastPQ in Romanian healthy volunteers are \(1.08 \pm 0.12\) m/s, value equivalent with \(3.5 \pm 0.04\) kPa [103]. An Asian study showed that LS values by ElastPQ technique are significantly higher in men as compared with women and that they are not influenced by age [102].

*ElastPQ technique for liver fibrosis evaluation in chronic hepatitis C patients*

No information available until now.

*ElastPQ technique for liver fibrosis evaluation in chronic hepatitis B patients*

Published data showed a good value of ElastPQ technique for predicting the presence of significant fibrosis (F\(\geq 2\)) and cirrhosis (F=4), the best LS cut-off values being: 6.99 kPa (AUROC=0.94) and 9 kPa (AUROC=0.89), respectively [102].

*ElastPQ technique for liver fibrosis evaluation in a cohort of patients with both chronic hepatitis B and C*

In a cohort of patients with both viral etiologies of chronic liver disease, the median LS values for different stages of liver fibrosis were: F0-1 = 4.6 kPa, F2 = 5.9 kPa, F3 = 7 kPa and F4 = 12 kPa, respectively [104]. Also, ElastPQ technique had similar value with TE for predicting different stages of liver fibrosis.

*The usefulness of ElastPQ technique for predicting the complications of liver cirrhosis*

No information available until now.

**2D Shear Waves Elastography (2D-SWE)**

*Examination technique*

For this technique a SC6-1convex probe is used. The measurements are performed in fasting condition, with the patients in supine position, by intercostal approach in the right liver lobe. Usually the operator is asking the patient to stop normal breathing for a few seconds, in order to minimize breathing motion. The operator places the region of interest in an area without large vessels, at a depth more than 2 cm, but no further than 8 cm. Until now, there is no consensus regarding the number of measurements that should be performed, three [105], four [106] or five [107-109] valid 2D-SWE measurements were performed in different studies. Also, some studies used the mean value of LS measurements [105,106], while in others the median was used [109]. A Romanian study [110] showed that the mean LS values and their correlation with TE values are similar if the mean value of three, mean value of five or median value of five valid 2D-SWE measurements was used. There are no quality criteria recommended by the manufacturer nor by published studies regarding LS measurements by 2D-SWE.

*Feasibility, limitations and reproducibility*

Most published studies showed that three/five LS measurements by means of 2D-SWE can be obtained in
90-98.9% of cases [105,106,111,112]. If the same quality criteria as in TE are applied (IQR<30% and SR≥30%), the rate of reliable measurements can decrease to 71.3% [109]. It was demonstrated that the intra- and inter-observer reproducibility of 2D-SWE is very good in assessing LS [111,113], but previous experience in ultrasound increases the rate of valid measurements, especially in obese patients [114]. Also, the narrow intercostal spaces are associated with impossibility to obtain valid LSs in [106].

There is no information regarding the safety of this elastographic method in patients with cardiac pacemakers, nor in pregnant women.

**Confounding factors**

It was demonstrated that, similar to other ultrasound based elastographic methods, non-fasting condition is associated with falsely elevated LS values [115]. There are no available information regarding the influence of elevated aminotransferases level, congestive heart failure or obstructive jaundice.

**Liver stiffness values in healthy volunteers**

A Romanian study [116] showed that the mean LS in healthy volunteers is 6±1.4 kPa (median 5.7 kPa), higher values being obtained in men as compared to women (6.6±1.5 kPa vs. 5.7±1.3 kPa, p=0.01.)

2D- SWE for liver fibrosis evaluation in chronic hepatitis C patients

Published data available in this moment suggest that 2D-SWE is a good, reliable method for assessing LS in chronic hepatitis C patients [106], the best-off values for different stages of liver fibrosis being: F≥2: 7.1 kPa (AUROC=0.92), F≥3: 8.7 kPa (AUROC=0.98) and F4: 10.4 kPa (AUROC=0.98).

2D-SWE for liver fibrosis evaluation in chronic hepatitis B patients

Published data regarding LS assessment by means of 2D-SWE in patients with chronic hepatitis B, are quite similar to those regarding chronic hepatitis C patients: F≥1: 6.5 kPa (AUROC=0.86), F≥2: 7.1 kPa (AUROC=0.88), F≥3: 7.9 kPa (AUROC=0.93) and F4: 10.1 kPa (AUROC=0.98) [105].

2D-SWE for liver fibrosis evaluation in a cohort of patients with various etiologies of liver disease

According to published data on Romanian patients with various etiologies of chronic liver disease the following cut-off values were established for predicting each degree of fibrosis: F≥1: 7.1 kPa (AUROC=0.825), F≥2: 7.8 kPa (AUROC=0.859), F≥3: 8 kPa (AUROC=0.897) and for F=4: 11.5 kPa (AUROC=0.914) [117].

**Strain Elastography**

Even though strain elastography is available on many US imaging devices from Siemens, GE, Aloka and Toshiba, this approach emphasizes the Real-Time Strain Elastography (RT-E) from Hitachi, as the first method used in clinical practice and also with the majority of published studies.

**Examination technique**

The ultrasound probe can be placed either in a right intercostal space for the right hepatic lobe or in the epigastric region for the left lobe of the liver [118].

The following requirements are necessary in order to obtain high quality elastography images: high quality US images, without rib shadows, should be obtained; RT-E images must be displayed periodically, based on compressions induced by cardiac/vascular motion and not by applying an external pressure with the ultrasound probe; the RT-E image is obtained during breath holding at the end-expiration phase; the region of interest (ROI) must not contain large blood vessels; ROI should be placed at a certain distance from the surface of the liver (displayed in blue, due to multiple reflection echoes).

**Feasibility and reproducibility**

Ultrasound examinations are operator-dependent techniques and different levels of training and experience could influence the results of the real-time elastography as well. A prospective study in which patients were examined by two physicians with different levels of experience in ultrasound, obtained good intra- and inter-observer variability values [120]. The authors did not find statistically significant difference between the two physicians, regardless of the patients’ real status (cirrhosis, chronic hepatitis, steatosis, or healthy subjects). In a study published by Koizumi et al, elastography was performed at four liver locations by two independent observers. The authors found no difference in reproducibility for the four measurement positions, while the interobserver agreement was very good (k=95%) [121].

**Confounding factors**

No information available until now.

**Pitfalls and limitations**

In the presence of a very soft (highly elastic) structure, like the hepatic vein or ascites, the rest of the liver would be depicted as hard in RT-E, irrespective of its elasticity (strain) [122]. The area nearby ribs or near the surface of the liver may also induce artifacts, displayed in blue on RT-E images. The presence of ascites does not appear to significantly influence the results for measuring LS, and for measuring the depth of penetration. The penetration of real-time elastography in...
Ultrasound based elastography for the evaluation of focal liver lesions

Several studies have been published regarding the usefulness of ultrasound based elastography for the evaluation of focal liver lesions [130-133] and even one meta-analysis [134]. Nevertheless, in this moment, this method is not recommended for daily clinical use. There are still ongoing studies trying to find the right place of elastography for focal liver lesions assessment.

In Table I are summarized, for each elastographic method, the information regarding the position for LS evaluation, confounding factors, mean LS values in healthy volunteers, the best LS cut-offs values for predicting different stages of liver fibrosis for chronic hepatitis B or C patients and also for NAFLD patients. The informations are from Romanian published studies; other published sources were used where no Romanian published author were available.

Conclusions

US based elastography of the liver is a developing method, which will probably replace many liver biopsies. TE is a validated method, especially in chronic viral hepatitis, being included in the EASL Guidelines for fibrosis assessment in chronic B and C hepatitis. Point SWE (especially ARFI) has been proven to be non-inferior and more feasible as compared to TE, for fibrosis assessment in patients with chronic liver disease. 2D-SWE showed promising results for the evaluation of patients with chronic hepatitis. Regarding RT-E, further research is still needed, in order to find the optimal technical approach for liver stiffness assessment. None of the elastographic methods has enough accuracy in order to be included in clinical practice as screening method for liver cirrhosis complications, such as esophageal varices or hepatocellular carcinoma occurrence.
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Table I. The main information for each elastographic technique about position for liver stiffness evaluation, confounding factors, mean liver stiffness in healthy volunteers and cut-off values for different stages of liver fibrosis for different etiologies of chronic liver disease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TE</th>
<th>ARFI</th>
<th>ElastPQ</th>
<th>2D-SWE</th>
<th>RT-E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient position</td>
<td>Supine</td>
<td>Supine</td>
<td>Supine</td>
<td>Supine</td>
<td>Supine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confounding factors</td>
<td>-non-fasting condition</td>
<td>-non-fasting condition</td>
<td>-no clear available information</td>
<td>-non-fasting condition</td>
<td>-no available information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-high AT levels</td>
<td>-high AT levels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-CHF</td>
<td>-CHF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-biliary jaundice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-contradictory data on steatosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy volunteers</td>
<td>4.6-5.5 kPa</td>
<td>1.07-1.19 m/s</td>
<td>~3.5 kPa</td>
<td>~5.7 kPa</td>
<td>-no available information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCV cut-offs</td>
<td>-F1: 4.9-5.3 kPa</td>
<td>-F1:1.18-1.19 m/s</td>
<td>No available data</td>
<td>-F1: No data</td>
<td>ER:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-F2: 6.8-7.4 kPa</td>
<td>-F2:1.21-1.34 m/s</td>
<td></td>
<td>-F2: No data</td>
<td>-F1: No data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-F3: 8.6-9.1 kPa</td>
<td>-F3:1.54-1.61 m/s</td>
<td></td>
<td>-F3: No data</td>
<td>-F2: 7.1 kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-F4: 11.8-13.6 kPa</td>
<td>-F4: 1.81-2 m/s</td>
<td></td>
<td>-F4: No data</td>
<td>-F3: 3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBV cut-offs</td>
<td>-F1: No clear data</td>
<td>Similar mean LS values for chronic hepatitis B and C patients</td>
<td>-F1: No data</td>
<td>-F1: 6.5 kPa</td>
<td>ER:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-F2: 7.7-9.9 kPa</td>
<td></td>
<td>-F2: 6.99 kPa</td>
<td>-F2: 7.1 kPa</td>
<td>-F2: 2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-F3: 8.2-8.8 kPa</td>
<td></td>
<td>-F3: 7.9 kPa</td>
<td>-F3: 2.35</td>
<td>-F3: 55.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-F4: 11.1-11.7 kPa</td>
<td></td>
<td>-F4: 9 kPa</td>
<td>-F4: 3.93</td>
<td>-F3: 80.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAFLD cut-offs</td>
<td>-F1: 5.3 kPa</td>
<td>-F1: 1.10 m/s</td>
<td>No available data</td>
<td>No available data</td>
<td>No clear available data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-F2: 6.8 kPa</td>
<td>-F2: 1.16 m/s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-F3: 10.4 kPa</td>
<td>-F3: 1.48 m/s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-F4: 11.5 kPa</td>
<td>-F4: 1.63 m/s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TE- Transient Elastography; ARFI- Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse Elastography; 2D-SWE- Two-dimensional Shear Wave Elastography; RT-E- Real Time Elastography; AT- aminotransferases; CHF- congestive heart failure; ER- Elastic Ratio; LFI- Liver Fibrosis Index; NAFLD- non-alcoholic fatty liver disease
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